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Decision 98·07·091 July 23,1998 

BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATe OF CALIFORNIA 

Order Instituting Rutemaking on the 
Commission's 0\\'1\ l-.{otion into Competition 
for Local Exchange Service. 

Order Instituting Investigation 6n the " 
Commission's 0\\7\ Motion into Conl.petition 
fot Local Exchange Service. 

o PI N ION 

Rulemaking 95--0-1--043 
(Filed Apri126, 1995) 

Investigation 95-O.t..0t4 
(Filed April 26, 1995) 

On March 7, 1997, California Cable Television Association (CCTA) filed a 

Petition {or l\'fodificatlon of Dt."'Cision (D.) "9~03-020 (the Decision). Among other things, 

the Decision established pOlicies {or increased retail prking flexibility for Pacific BeH 

(Pacific) and GTE Califonlia Incorporated (GIEe), including modified prking rules for 

the bundling of services in connection with the Commission's opening of the incumbent 

local exchange carricrs (LECs) to competition. 

In the Decisionl \\'e determined that the price floor lor any package should be the 

sun\ of the price floors of the individual parts of the package (including any imputation 

requirement in estabHshing the price floors). \Ve also determined that, when packaging 

residential services, the existing imputation rules should apply. 

CCT A claims that a change to Conclusion of Law (COL) 49 of the Decision is 

warrinted to correct an error in the treatment of shared, joint or common cost recovery 

for "purposes of Univcrsal Service support that will result in anticompetitive (ro.."5· 

subsidizing by the tECs when bWldling Category II serviC€S with Category III and 

unregulat~d services. For the reasons stated belo\\t, we deny CCTA;s Petition for 

l\fodification, but clarify COL 49 in 0.96-03-020 to prevent the LECs from improperly 

pricing certain bundled services. 
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Positions of Parties 

CeTA spedfically requests that the Commission modify COL 49 of the Decision 

to read as follows (text additions are in bold): 

"49 The Universal Service Fund subsidy payment, exdudhtg any 
portion of said payment intended to. re«()\'er shared, Joint Or common 
(osts, should be included in the revenues received in determining whether 
the price of a package is abo\'e the price floor." 

cerA corrC(tly infers that the "subsidy payment" in COL 49 is a reference to the 

CaliCornia High Cost Fund-B (CHeF-B). ceTA be1ieves that the rrower), of shared and 

common (()SIs in the CHCP-B as allowed under COL 49 of 0.96-03-020 enables the LEes 

to bundle Uluegu)ated products or services with Categor)· I and n services in an 

anticompetith'e ~anner. ,. 

CCTA initially raised this issue in the Universal Service PrOCeeding 

(R.95-01-020/1.95-{)l-021) through its Exhibits 49, SO, 51, (attached to this decision as 

Appendix A) and the c(os.s-examulation of Paciftcls witness (RT at 2..'l68 et. seq.). In 

0.96-10-066, in the Unh'ersal Service Procet"ding, we advised any party seeking to 

modify or clarify the irilputation ruleS established in 0.96-03--020 to file a petition to 

modify that decision. In response to Clur directive, CIT A filed the instant petition. 

ceTA argues that 0.96-03-020 must be modified be<-ause the portion of the 

CHeF-B subsidy payment athibutable to shared, joint, or common costs should not be 

included as revenues in determining whether the price of a bundled package is above 

the price floor. CerA argues that, by including such contributions as a source of 

revenue in determining whether the price (or the bundled ser"ice is at or above the 

prke floor, the LEe can diScount the competitive service below its total service long-run 

incremental cost (TSLRIC)' and slill meet the imputation test. 

I In 0.98-02·106 of th~ Open Access and Network Architedure docket, the Commission . 
decided that the IItota} eJement'1 (TE) tRIe methodology should be u~ (ot pricing unbund1ed 
network elements (ONEs). D.98-02-1~ adopted the TE tRICs for Pacific; TE LRIes (or GTEC 
\ .... m be adopted in a future decision. 
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cerA beHeves that such an outoome is contrary to the Commission's intent in 

establishing pri~ imputation ntle.s prohibiting a LEe from pricing a tompetitl\,c 

Category III service below its TSLRIC as part of a bundled package with Category I and 

II sen·ices. As the Commission previously stated in 0.89-10-031: 

"Imputation's primary purpO~ is to serve ~s a safeguard against 
pOten!ial anlirompetitiye abuses by the LECs. First, it 'ensures that the 
price ~f the LECs' bundled compctitive offering at least recovers the cost 
of providing the service, sO that the customers of the LES::s' regulated 
services do not subsidize the competitive SeI,·viCes. Second, it prom6tes 
fair c6n'petiti~n by pre\·entiri.g the LEC Iro"n\ underpricing its bundled 
competitive'offermgs to the disadvantage of competitors." (0.89-10-001, 
mimeo. at PI" 206-207.) 

CCTA provides Exhibits 49-51 which it introduced in the Unh'ersal Service 

hearings (inchtded herein as Appendix A) to illustrate the alleged potential for the 

LEes' pricing of l'Oropetitive services below lSLRlC. In CCrA's hypothesis, basic 

service is bundled with video sen'ice, at a bundled TsLRIC of $70 (i.e., $50 for basiC 

sen'ire and $20 [or video Sen'ice) in the high cost area, and $32 in th~ low (ost area. 

CCTA argues that under its hypothesis, the bundled package could be priced as 

low as $29 (i.e., belo\v TSLRlC), assuming a USF subsidy payn\cnt of $4:1.1 Since the 

minimum price which cal\ be charged [or the bundle is $29 and the standalone rate for 

basic service is $14, CeTA computes the revenue from the video sen'ke at $15 (::::$29 

minus$14). 

Although the incremental reveri.ues associated with the video sen'ice are $15 in 

CeTA's example, the TSLRlC of the video service is $20. TItUS, CeTA argues that the 

USF provides a subsidy not to the basic service subscribers [or which it is intended, but 

to the LEC's competitive "ideo service. This result is possible, CeTA argues, because 

J The $29 is d~rived on Line 8 of Exhibit SO, EXJual to the 570 total price, less S! 1 subsidy. lhe 
$41 in subst~y is derived on liile S of ~,~bit 50, (alcuJatcd as the total OO5t of the line 
(including shared and Con\n'toncOsts) of $55 minus a tariffed rate of514. 
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imputation (or a bundled service package is based not on the reJationshlp of the 1'1' ,-,~ 

for the bundle to the sum of the price floors of the bundle, but upon the relationshl,;' .'{ 

the price plus the subsidy te«>ivoo from the universal service fund to the sum of the 

priCe floors. (RT at ~371·72.) Thus, when pricing the bundle, the tEe would not have 

to recoVer its shared and common costs through the rates for the bundled service, but 

could instead discount the video service by the amount of the subsidy tor shared and 

common costs it received through the CHCF-B. CCfA finds this outcome to be 

antirompetitive. 

Comments were also filed by th~ CommiSsion's Office of Ratepayer Advocates 

(ORA) in response to CCfAis p~titiorl.· bRA belie\·c~. that the wording of COL 49 is 

unclear and creates confusion. ORA, however, re(ommends as an alternative remedy 

that the Commission simply delete COL 49 altogether from D.96-03-tJ20, arguing that it 

is confusing and unnecessaI)', ORA notes COL 49 appears to have been based on a 

re<:ommendation by Pacific, but without any supporting discussion in the Section of the 

de<:lsion pertaining to "Bundling of Services." ORA also believes COL 49 is unclear 

regarding the identity of the "subsidy payn\crtt,1I although ORA assumes the reference 

is to the CHCF-B to which ceTA refers as the Universal Service Fund. 

ORA believes COLs 42,44 .. 47, and 48 of the Decision adequately addre$s 

imputation and calculation of price floors. In addition, ORA argues that applying 

COL 49 as it now reads would ignore the difference between th(· TEC's price floor 

calculation and CHCF-8 costing. TIle CHCF-B draws are to be l'.F(~d on statewide 

average cost~f while prite floors are calculated using company-specific, service-specific 

or service-element-specific increment,\l costs. ORA claims such a blending of diffetent 

costing protocols would produce pen'erse pricing signals, as CerA noted in its 

petition. (CCTA Petition, pp. 2,6.) 

In the event that the Commission decides not to delete COL 49, then ORA 

supports the modifications CeTA proposed in its petition. ORA agr~s that it is 

acceptable toindude the TSLRtc portion of any CHCP-B subsidy payment \vhen 

calculating whether a bundled service o({erin~ whkh includes redas.sified Category II 
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scr\'i~, is priced at or abo\'e the price floor. However, ORA belie\'es that inc1uding 

recovery of shared, joint, or common costs in that re\'enue stream (QuId lead to the \'ery 

cross subsidies CC1'A d€'Scribes in its petition. 

Pacific filed a response in opposition to CeTA's Petition. Patific denies any 

subsidy or cross·subsidy results from the Commission/s imputation rules set forth in 

0.96--03-020, because revenues from the bundled S€n'ices will always exceed 

incremental costs. Pacific believes the CommiSsion properly pennitte<l universal 

service subsidy payments to be included in determining whether a service package is 

below the price floor. By allowing such subsidy payments in lieu of pricing to recover 

costs, the Commission kept the priCe floor (or bundled packages as the sum of the 

TSLRICs lor the package. 

PacifiC disput€'Sthe inferences drawn by ceTA in its hypothetical in attributing· 

the package discount exclusively to the price of the competitive video service, while -

ignoring the fact that basic serviCe remains priced above cost, and that the paCkage, in 

total, re«wers costs. As a result, Patific claims there is no cross-subsidy invoked. 

Pacific notes that in the hypothetical situation presented in CCTA's Exhibit 51, 

basic service revenues exceed the $50 lSLRIC by $5 (i.e., $14 (price) + $41 (subsidy) = 

$55 reveclUes). Pacific argues, therefore, that the $14 price of its basic service (()uld be 

reduced by the $5 contribution to as low as $9 (Le., $14 - $5 = $9). Consequently, Pacific 

denies that the $5 contribution for shared. and common costs reduces the video sen'ice 

below TsLRIC, but rather, is used to reduce the price of basic sef\'ice. 

Pacific disagrees with CCTA's premise that the pricing of the video service can 

be viewed in isolation without considering the pricing of the basic service component of 

the package. Pacific disputes CCTA's claim that the video service portion of the 

bundled package is priced $5 below TSLRIC, arguing that CCfA ignores the fact that 

basic serviCe is priced $5 above cost. 

Pacific argues that CCTAls proposal would establish a price umbrella Under 

which less efficient competitors could prke lower than the LEe in a maImer that is 

anticompetitive and not in consumer interests. l)acific claims CCTA's proposal to 
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exclude shared and common (OSts would increase the LEC prire floor from $70, in 

CCTA's example, to $75. ClCs could then enter an area receiving universal service 

funding, get the same amount of funding as Pacific ($55 in CCTA/s example) and offer 

its package of basic exchange service and video service (or one dollar below the floor, or 

$74. Pacific argues that it could not respond with a Jo\\'er price if ceTA's POSitiOl\ is 

adopted, even if its incremental costs were lo\\'er than the entrant's price. 

Consequently, Pacific believes fair competition would be thwarted and consumers 

would pay higher prices, By contrast, Pacific argues that the current rules place 

competitive pressure on the LECs, and on all camers reteiviitg unh'ersal service 

hmding, to reduce prices and to eliminate the re(Qvery of re\'enues going to shared and 

common costs, "'hUe protecting cOmpetition because the LEC price (or bundled servi('eS 

cannot be below incremental costs. If a CLC is more efficient than the LEes, it can enter 

the local market and offer customers prices that drive down the shared andrommon 

contributions that are partol the CI-iCF·B subsidy that the LECs now receive. 

GTEC also filed a respOnSe in oppOsition to CCTA's motion. GTEC argues that, 

if the portion of the subsidy revenue attributed to shared and common Costs is eXcluded 

from revenues (ot purposes of meeting the price floors, the LEe will ha,>e to charge a 

higher rate for the bundled serviCe than it would otherwise charge, in order to price 

above the floor. GTEC believes this deplh-es the LEe of the ability to price down to the 

price floor which is the prop'er test of cross-subsidization. (0.9-1-09-065, p. 206.) 

GTEC believes thetieatment of the CHCF-B subsidy payment is analogous to the 

treatment of the End User Common Line charge (EUCL), which under existing 

imputation rules is considered re\'enue tor determining whether a price floor is 

covered. GTEC argues that the only difference between the EUCL and the- universal 

service subsidy is that the EUCL is recovered directly and the USF subsidy indirectly, 

but both are part of the revenues received by the LECs for providing the service in 

question. 
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DIscussion 

In D.96-03-020, we adopted interim nlles granting additional pricing flexibility 

for Pacific and GrEe in conjunction with the opening of their local exchange markets to 

rornpetition. Specifically, \w! granted the LECs the authority to ofter bundled 

Category II and III services as long as proper irnputation of price floors for each 

separately unblmdled Category II $entice was verified. (See COL 36-49 of D.96-03-020.) 

As prescribed by Public Utilities Code Section 2882.3, cross-subsid}' of enhanced 

services by noncompetitive servIces oflered by the LECs is prohibited. 

The question raised in CcrA~s Petition is whether the treatment of the CHCF-B 

subsidy (or shared and common costs as set (orth in COl. 49 produceS the potential (or 

anticompetitive pridng of bundled. services by the LEes. In particular, CeTA raises the 

question of whether under COL 49, the shared and common costs portion of the 

universal sen'k'e subsidy payment can be used by the LEe to subsidize a Category III 

sen'ice in an antiron\petitive manner. The prking of a bundled Category III service and 

basic service would be considered anticompetitive if the Category III service priCe were 

below incremental cost. In COL 47 of the Decision, We spe.:lfkally stated that the price 

of the LEe's bundled competitive of(ermgs should not be reduced below the sum of the 

price floors-of the individual parts of a bundled package of ser\'kes. By setting the total 

price of the package to at least rover the total costs of providing the sen'ice, there is a 

safeguard agaiJ\St anticompetitlve pricing practices. The LEes are thereby prevented 

from using revenues from basic services to subsidize their ofCerings of (ompetith'e 

services. 

Parties agree that a competitive Category III service, when blUldled with a 

Category n sen'lce, should not be priced below its TSLRIC. Parties also agree that the 

universal sen'ice subsidy payment is an additional source of revenue which contributes 

toward the recovery of 1SLRIC. The amount of funds drawn from the CHCF-B permits 

the LEe to correspondingl)' reduce the retail price of a bask service charged to the end-

user. 
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ceTA and Pacific disagree, ho\ ... ·ever, over whether the $5 USF subsidy for 

shared and common costs in CeTA's hypothetical situation should be viewed as 

contributing toward the rerovery of the Cost of the CategOl), III service .. resulting in a 

price below the Category III service's incremental cost .. or whether the USF subsidy 

should be vie\\'oo as rom~hsation for the basic service component. Pacific denies that 

the "ideo service in ccr A's example is priced below its TSLRIC b}' arguing that the 

USF subsidy payment is applied to reduce the price of the basic service component. 

Pacific also denies that its ,,;itness ~fltchell conceded that any subsidy pricing 

problem exists during his cross examination in the Universal 5er"ite procreding. 

Pacific merely acknuwledged in its reply brief of that prOceeding that ceTA had rai~ 

an issue, but did not concede there was any problem. For purposes of our resolution of 

this dispute, We shall not tely on the ctoss-examination testimony of "itness ~fitchen 

regarding cerA's hypotheticat \Ve shall independently consider the merits of cerA's 

arguments based on the pleadings before us in this proceeding. 

Under thepricing rul~ established in 0.94-09-065, the price floor of a bWldled 

service which packages less (oIripetitive services with fully (ompetiti\·e services is equal 

to the sum of the long-nm incremental costs (LRIe) of the monopoly building blocks 

and the competitive service plus the contribution in excess of LRIC included in the price 

of the monopoly building blocks. Another way to stale the formula is that the price 

floor of the bundle is equal to the sum of the tarifled rate of the monopOly building 

blocks and the LRIC ot the competitive element (56 CPUC2d 117,236-237 (1994).) 

Under either formula, Pacific's case lails. It is also important to note the difference 

between the price floor of a bundled service and the revenue generated by that set-vice. 

The monthly re\'enue from a bundled sent ice may never be below the price floor for 

that service. \Ve calculate below the proper price floor for the bundled package that has 

b~n employed herein as an example, assuming that all the costs are monthly: 
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First Fomwla: " 

Price Floor::: $50ffiJ,lC-hsioc$('r.i.-e +$20TSU.lC_\i&Q+$5coolro~sl-~e-l.cc..'\...-..."(\::: $75' 

Sefolld Fommla: ' 

Price Floor ::: $14rL"'if~ So!n~--e +$41CHCf-h-~1 +$20tst.JJC_\i....-W == $75' 

Hence, as we expected in 0.94-09-06.5, both (ormulas yield the Same result, with 

the prke floor e<lual to $75.' As shown above, based on the imputation rules in 

D.9-1-09-065, the $5 contrib-ution to shared and (otnmon costs "which is part of the 

CHeF-B subsidy must be imputed in determining the price floor of the btmdled 

package since it constitutes the contribution from basic service in~xcess of tRIe. 

Consistent with these results, PacifiC would be prohibited from reducing the 

price of the bundled package by the $5 contribution to shared and common costs 

provided through the CHCF-B nlc<:hanism because the bundled serVice would then be 

priced at $70, or below the price floor of $75. Based on our imputation rules, the $5 

portion of CHCF-B subsidy payment is not available as a source of re\;enue to support 

1 No party argued that an}' of the (omponents rnaking up basicsen'ice \\'as «?inpetitive~ \Ve 
will asSume thatJ solely as a basis (or our analysis here., competition in the ma'rket (or basic 
serviCe is insignificant., and that the $SO TSLRIC for basic service in the example <:oq:espOnds to 
the incremental costs of the monopoly building blocks tnaking up that service. Further, ,,'e 
posit here that the contribution portion of the imputation formula is equal to the contribution 
toward shared and cominoncosls identified in D.96-10-066. Although this IS a reasonable 
assumption since we do not have any other contribution figure available,' this does not mean 
that we are prejudging what contribution should be once We determh'lethe prices lor W\'Es the 
Open Acx"'ess and Network Architecture Development docket, R.93"(»--003/1.93-O-l-002. 

• In the serond formula, we consider the total price (or basic service to be equal to the retail 
price plus the subsidy from the CHeF-B since the subsidy flo\ ... s automaticany "ith th~ 
provision of basic service in a high-<ost area. 

S We note again that the imputation exetci~ might reach very differen~ resUlts ,v"erewe -to 
substitute the costs and Contribution found reasOnable in D.96-1~, our order On universal 
seni<=e, with the <:<>sts and prices yet to be determined in our OAt~AD docket. 
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any downward pricing of the tEe's bundled package. These $5 are part of the floor for 

the bundled sen'icei Pacific may only price such service above $75. 

\\'ere we to permit Pad fie to priCe the bundled service at $70 hy distounting the 

$5 portion of the CHCF·B subSidy payment aimed at reco\'ering shared and COmmon 

costs, then Pacific would be employing the $5 to subsidize the compelith'e, Category HI 

video service. Padfic#s argument appears to assume that the tariffed price of basic 

service is set above its TsLRIC and , the~efore, has a margin for price rroucti6n. As our 

calculation in the second formula above demonstrates, this is ~imply not the case. In 

fact, as "'e ha\'e stated in prior decisions, the price of bask service is generally beIO\\· 

'cost) and we provide Pacific and other providers ot basic sen'ire with a subsidy to 

provide this service. SinCe the price of basic servire paid by the consumer in the 

exampJe does not exceed TSLRIC, no further pricing flexibility (or the basic service is 

permissible under the Commission's pricing rules. Therefore, the $5 portion of the 

CHCF~B subsidy payment in cerA's hypothetkal situation carmot be applied to 

further reduce the already-below cost price of bask service, as claimed by Pacific. The 
j-

only remaining plaCe to attribute the universal service subsidy contribution is to the 

Category 111 video service. As a result, the incremental re\'enues hom the video service 

would only be $15, or below the $20 lSLRIC. Such pricing would mean an 

iUlpem\issibJe and anticorrtpetitive subsidization of the Category III competitiveservire 

by the partially competitive basic service. 

\Ve disagree with CrEe's claim that the shared-and-oommon-cost element of the 

CHCF-B payment is analogous to the EUCL charge. The EUCL Charge is collected 

pursuant to federal regulations to reimburse the LECs for the cost of telephone access 

lines allocated to the interstate jurisdiction and cannot be used to subsidize other 

services. The universal service subsidies covering shared and commOn costs do not 

directly offset any specific direct costs as does the EUCL charge, but, instead, are a 

contribution of common funds which should not be available to reduce the cost of 

competitive services. 
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Having undergone the analysis of the proper price floor for bundled services 

above, however, we must also determine that CerA's Petition faits, (or it would have 

the unintE.'ndcd consequence of providing a pricing umbrelfa. If, as discussed aoove,we 

include in the price floor of a bundled servi~ the contribution for shared and common 

costs, then the LECs should be able to price aoo\'e that price floor up to a ceiling, if 

applicable. The modification to COl.. 49 sought by CCTA would Illore than safeguard 

against the LECs' potE.'ntial cross-subsidization of fully competitive serVices by less 

competitive services; in fact, it \ ... ·ould force the LECsto-prire at least $5 above a 

reasonable price floor. Going back to the example citE.'<! earlier, Padfic would have to 

price its bundled video/telephony service at $SO or higher to satiSfy the Comnlission's 

rules if we adopted CCrA's Petition. Hence, we must deny the Petition to ~fodif)' as 

sought by ceTA. 

\Ve must now determine whatl if anything, we should do to clarify D.96-03-020. 

\Ve believe that this order has caused some confusionl and we decline to simply delete 

COL 49, as suggested by ORA. Instead, We will require that, pending the fmal orders on 

pricing and imputation we will be issuing for Pacific and GTEC in OANAD, the 

contribution to shared and common costs embedded in the subsidy received by the 

LEes to serve high-<-ost areas be part of the price floor of any bundled service that 

combined subsidizE.'<! basic service. Pacific will be permitted. to price any'where above 

the price floor specified aoov(>, and below any applicable ceilings.'Ve emphasize that 

this requirement is an interim and expedient measure to ensure that Pacific does not 

price below the price floor for any bundle of sen'ices which includes basic service. 

0.9-1-09..065 did not definE;> the contributIon portion of the imputation formula except to 

state that it "is the difference bet\'Ieen the tariff rate of a 111onopOly building block and 

its LRIC.1I5 This is the only measure of contribution avaiJable to us today, prior to the 

conclusion of OANAD. In other wordsl the contribution of basic service toward 

, 56 CPUC2d 117, 236 (199-4) 
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Pacific·s shared and common rosts determined in D.96-1o-066 Is. the only Commission· 

adopted di(feren~ between the LRIC of baste service and Its tariffed rate, which is the 

retail rate plus the total subsidy from the CHCF-B. \Ve know that the definition of 

contribution is being debated in OAN.ADi as a result, we ha\'e decided the interim 

requitement we adopt tooayshould sunset with the isSuance of the pricing orders in 
OANAD. In OANAD, "'Ie are ronsidering the piop~r contribution ~"a\ should be 

imputed, along with the long-run incremental COsts of UNEs~ int6the-prite floor of 
, ... 

services. If, after the iSsuance" of the piking otderS in oANAD, parties wish further 
- "" 

-clarification oil this" issue~ ~theymay petition the Commission. 

The clarification to cot 49. does .110t p~\'entthe tEe from pricing its bundled 

services equalto the tIDe fotthebund-Ied package pI,us the contribution abo\;eLRlC 

pro\'ided by the basic servke. The modifitatioft to COL 49 only preventS th~ LEe from 

enriching itsell unfairly by engagmg in below-(6st pricing of Category III Services 
: .~-

subsidized by use of the CHCF~B subsidy payment attril>utable to shated and common 

costs. , " 

Findings of Fact 
1. In 0.96-'03-0201 the Commi~ion established polides (or increaSed piking 

flexibilitY lor Pacific and erne, and also addressM"the pricing rules for the bundHng of 

LEe serviCes. 
" " 

2. 0.96-03-020, cOt 49j al1owed for the inclusion of California High Cost Full<i.~B 

subsidies intended to rc<:ovet shared or common costs of basi<: Service in detennming " 

whether the price of a bundled package th:it includes basic service is ab(we the price 
floor. 

3. The universal¥,rvite me<:hanism enables the LEe to be reimbursed for its costS 

in excess of subsidized pritescharged to provide high cost areas with basic service. 
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4. The Commission's imputation test as adopted in D.9-1·09·065 guards against 

potential antioompetith'e abuses b}· the LECs by ensuring that the price floor of a 

bundled service which packages less competiti\·c servires with fully rompetith'e 

sec\'iC\:S is equal to the sum of the Jong-nm incremental costs (LRIe) 01 the monopoly 

building blocks and the competith-e service plus the contribution in exceSs of LRIC 

included in the price of the monopoly building blocks. In this roaIU\er, the customers of 

the LECs' regulated basic services do not subsidize the competitive services. 

5. D.9-l-09-065 defmes the contribution of m6nopoly building blocks that must be 

imputed in the price of a bundled service as the difference between the tariff price of 

those blocks and their LRIC. 

6. Until we determine in OAN AD the prices of UNEs mttking up basic service, it is 

reasonable to assume that basic service is a monopoly building block. 

7. Until the OANAD pricing phase is completed, the 61\ly available measure of the 

contribution fron\ basic serviCe needed to perform the calculation of the price floors of 

bundled serviC€S that include basic sen'ice, is that which we determined in D.96-1o-066. 

There, the difference between the tariffed rate for basic service (the retail tate plus the 

total tmivcrsal-service subsidy) and the LRIC of the same service was the ool\tribution 

to shared and common costs. 

8. The Commission's imputation test promotes fair competition by prc\>enting the 

LEe from improperly underpricing its bundled competitive offerings to the 

disadvantage of competitors. 

9. Under the Commission's imputation test, a competitive Category III service, 

when bundled with Category I or II services, is not to be priced below its TSLRIC. 

10. If the LEes ate required to impute the contribution of bask service toward 

shared and common costs calculated in 0.96-10-066 into the price floors of blmd led 

service packages that indude said basic service, the Commission will ensure that the 

LECs meet the imputation requirements of D.9-t...09-06S. 

-13-
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11. The total re\'enue generated for a bundled service consists of the price paid b)' 

the end-user plus the CHCF-B subsid» payment. 

12. As long as the total revenue (or a bundled service, as defined in Finding of Fact 

no. 10, is above the price floor for that same service, as defined in Finding of Fact no. 10, 

the imputation rules are satisfied. 

13. Consistent with Finding o{ Fact no. 12, Pacific would be prohibited from 

reducing the price of the bundJed package by the $5 contribution to shared and 

common costs provided through the CHCF-S mechanism because the bundled service 

would then be prieM at $70, or below the prire floor of $75 under CeTA's example. 

14. \Vith the priCe floor of a bundled S€C\;ce defined as in Finding of Fact No. 10, 

the granting of ceTA's Petition for }l.todification would have the unintended resulting 

of creating a price umbrella enabling CLCs t6 set inefficient prices. 

Conclusions of low 
1. The Commission should darify that, until the pricing phase of OANAD 

concludes, it is reasonable to require the LEes to impute into the price floors of bundled 

services which include basic serviCe, the contribution toward shared and common costs 

calculated in the Universal Service proceeding. 

2. Based on Conclusion of Law no. I, the $5 contribution to shared and common 

costs set forth in CeTA's example, whkh is part of the CHCP-B sllbsidy, must be 

imputed in determining the price floor of the bundled package, because it constitutes 

the contribution' from bask service in excess of Lrue. 
3. COL 49 of D.96-03-020 should be clarified as set fOrth in the order below to avoid 

the potential lor anticompetitive subsidization of Category III servkes. 

4. The Petition for ~fodification of COL 49 of D.96-03-020 as filed by the California 

Cable Television Association should be denied, as set forth below. 
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ORDER 

IT IS ORDERED that: 

1. 0.96-03-020, Conclusion of Law no. 49 shall be modified to read as follows (with 

text in.~Ttions shown in boJd): 

liThe California High Cost Fund-» (CHCF-B) subsidy payment, should 
be included in the revenues received in determining \\'heth~rthe price of a 
package is above the price fIoOt~ Thus, revenues will equa.lthe retail 
prices 6f the bundled seIVices plus all subsidies recei\·ed. Until we issue 
pricing orderS for Padfi~ and GTEC inthe UNB phase of our Open 
Access and Network Architecture Development pt6ce~diitg, Padfic and 
GTEC should impute info the price floorS of any bundled serVices they 
o(ie.r that include basic service, the totall6ng-run incremental cost of 
such basic setvl(~, plus the (ontribution towArd the LEes' shared and 
commOn costs determined in Decision 96-10-066." 

2. D.96-00-020 shaH be further n\odified with the ~ddition of Ordering Paragraph 

no. 16a, whiCh reads as loHows: 

liThe LEes shall impute intt.lhe prite floor 01 a bundled service that 
includes basic service, the totallong.run incremental cOst of basic 
service, plus the contribution 61 basiC service toward the LEe's shared 
and common costs identified in D.96-1o-066. This order will sunset upon 
th~ issuance 6f pricing order(s) for PacHic and GTEC, respectively, in 
our Open Access and Network Architecture Development proceeding." 

- 15-
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3. The Petition for l-.todification of Dedslon (D.) 9(H).3-020, Conclusion of Law 

(COL) 49 filed by the California Cable Television Association is denied. 

This order is ef(~i\'e today. 

Dated July 23, 1998, at San fr.lndsro, California. 

RlCHARD A. BILAS 
c • President 

P •. GREGORY CONLON 
JEs.Srn)~ kNIGHT~ jR: . 
HENRY M. DUQtJE . 
JOSIAH L~ 'NEEPE,R 

Commissioners 
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APPENDIX A 

CCfA'S HYFOTftETlcAL EXAMPlE OF tHE 
SHARED AND -COMMON co-sts 

ON BUNDLED SERVICE Pit I-eli FLOORS 
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APPENDIX A . 
: Page 1 

. TABLE}. n . 
SUBSIDY ~'iAL YSlS 

lOCAL SERVICE 

H;IGH COST AREA 

1. RATE 14 

2. TSLRlC 50 

3. Slto\RED AND CO~t\{ON 5 

4. TOTAL cost (L2 +- U) 55 
S. SlJBStDy (L4 • Lt) 41 

LO\\' cost AREA 
r 

I. RATE 14 

2. TSLRlC 12 

3. SHARED .~''1) CO~fON 5 . . 

4. TOTAL COST (Ll + L~) 17 

5. SUBSIDY (L4 • Ll) 3 
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TABLEIA, nA 
Page 2 

SUBSIDYANDlMPUTAllONANALYS!S 

Local Senieo Video Senlce 

mGH COST AREA 

1. R.!te '14 
2. T5LRIC 150 20 

3. Shared and S 
Common 
4. Total Cost SS 20 
(L2+U) 

S. Subsidy. 41 
(fA ~Ll)" 

\...~ 

6. Total Price FJO<lr (L2) iO 
~ 

7. Subsidy (LS) 141 
8. Minimi.tm i'rlce-ofBuitdled I i9 Package Consistent with Pritt 
Floor (L1.L6) 

. . LO\V COST ARE ~ 

1. lUte 14 

2. TSLRIC 12 20 

3. Shared and /5 C6inmon . 

4. Total Cost 17 20 
(L2+ LS) 

5. Subsidy /3 (U .. LI) 

6. Total Price Floor (L2) . 32 

7. Subsidy (L$) 3 

8, ~dn1mum Price of Bundled 2~ 
PecKege C6nsi$~t Vrith Price 
FlO<Jt (1.7.[6) 

Bundled Vide() and 
Local. 

? · 
7{) 

S 

75 , 

/41 --
-· 

~ 
? 

32 
j 

31 

3 · 

· 

, 
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APPENDIX A 
TABLEIB, un Page J '\ 

FURTIIER SUBSIDY At~1) ThfPUTATION ANAL yst~ = 

Video Ser.ice Bund.lM V1Qe6 Incremental' 
"and l«al ke.lysis of 

VideO' 

. mOH COST AREA . . . . I 
I. Rate 14' ~ 15 - ~ . 
2. TSLRIC ~ , 20 70 20 
3. Shartd And S $ : 

CO!llinOtJ. · · . · 4. Total COst .... 
20 75 :>:> 

(L2 +1.3) .' . r I 
. 

I · $, Subsidy 41 41 
(L4. Ll) 

16, TOtal Pri<:eF106t (i2) ·17~; 
.. 

7. Subsidy (1..5) 14\ . 
8. ~·1inimunl Plitt of Bund,led 1.19 : 

Pacxege Coniist!nt \\ith Price l 
. ., J 

Floor (L7 • 1.6) • 
.'- 1'- - I 

- ·--1.0\V COST ARE:\ . 
- ri4'~ . ...,. - -

I. RAte ? 15· 

2.'fSLRlC r i2 20 132 20 

3. Sheted ~d 15 
... 

5 
C6mmon ~~- ~~ . 

.... 
4. Total Cost 17 20 31 
(Li+ U) . 
5. Subsidy 3 3 
(lA - Ll) 

6. Total Price Floor (L2) 32 
.L . 

7. Subsidy (LS) 3' -

8. Minimum Price of Bundled 
P!ckage Consistent vr'ith Pricc 

29 

flOor (L7. L6) 

(END OF APPENDIX A) 


